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Ferraris: In the Company of Memes

Yalobusha Review

Fred Ferraris

In The Company of Memes
Jesaru Durango is hungry and thirsty, but before he wraps his lips around
something solid or fluid, he needs to define what’s what about what. His
coffee mill carbide is out of order, corrupted by an errant meme. Leaving
him no choice
to hike the last fifteen miles on the palms of his hands. He
would have liked to hitch a ride on the palm at the end of the road, but his
saddle collapsed. Used to be an opera at the hour of closing, a tree
no longer green, would make an old cowboy want to stop right there for
tequila, hang his chaps on a neighbor’s face, and fire up a plate of sunset.
Jesaru fears he may have misplaced his faith in self-replicating elements of
culture; that is, in memes. Here in the Lonesome Lizard Saloon a little called
anything couldn’t care less. Jesaru stirs his coffee
a high
Chinese
junk some kid in humvee pajamas lifted from the Museum of Nickelanddime
Ideas.
The waitress says, "Drink up that coffee honey, we’re making a new pot
next week.”
Jesaru unhinges his jaw and says, “You wouldn’t have a cruel streak,
would you?”
“No,
we do have
stew. How do you like yours—tortured,
abused, or
”
“Without apology, but that’s just a suggestion,” says Jesaru. Before I
can eat I have to see that asshole who lives on the edge of chaos. The one
who runs the hotline
up-to-the-minute alerts from the mind of God.”
The waitress shrugs and says, “You look like you been around Horseshoe
Bend a time or
mister, but let me give you some advice: Don’t expect
no brass band welcome when you come dragging your sorry ass back to
Barnumville, even if you manage to find Mr.
and bring back a truckload
of his mumbo-jumbo.”
Jesaru’s expression is hungry and thirsty, much as in the first line. The
waitress leans over, crosses her braids, her hair not straw color,
seen,
when she tells him, “Okay. You want the lowdown? The hubbub? The
straight story behind the hanging at Narrative Arch? Okay. You asked for it.
Here it is. But first let me tell you one thing about you and me. If we exist at
all—I’m
saying we don’t,
even if we do—it’s a flickering existence,
yours and mine, with an immensity of panic before and after. What little
remains is unreal and unimportant. Holy men may petition and emperors will
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commission, but which of them knows straight talk from junkyard growls,
random rambles from worthy recitations, first best thoughts from second
hand schemes? We humans are nothing but a pack of credulous canines,
brother, and sooner or later you have to grow up and face the fact: There is
no Mr. Big.”
She refills his cup and then she asks, “Would you like some day-old
crumb cake
that coffee?”
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